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13. Such inspection shal be made either at the store or warehouse whee it shal

of such Inspector, which ho 16 hereby required to keep in a convenient U*1P"**

situation for that purpose in the city or town for which he is appointed
Inspector, or at the store or varehouse of the owner thereof: No charge

5 for storage shall be made until twenty-four hours after such inspection;
but al trouble and expense attendant upon the loading, unloading or
moving such hides or skins shall be borne, and paid by the party at
whose request the same have been inspected.

14. Each Inspector or Assistant Inspector shall provide, and have Branding or
10 a sufficient number of brands, stamps, or marking instruments, where- marking

with he shall brand, stamp or mark, or cause to be branded, stamped, t
or marked immediately after inspection on each skin or hide, the initial
name of the place of inspection; and the initials of the name of the. In-
sþector, with the quality. of the bide or skin so inspected by him.

15 15. All brand or stamp marks shal be neat and legible and shall be How ékins
made at one end of the bide or skin within a space not less than two in-ll b
ches long by one and one and a balf inch broad. .

16. The bides or skins so inspected shall be divided, as to quality, Classifica-
into four classes; to be known as number one, number tuo, number tio* of quali-

20 three, and number four: number one representing the firat or best '
quality, number two representing the second.quality, number three
representing the third quality, and number four representing the
damaged and rejected articles.

17. Hides or skins shall, after inspection, be marked or branded, Skins to bu
25 respectively, with the figures 1, 2, 3, or 4, according to the hides or marked

skins so inspected. accordingly.

18. The brand or mark may be fixed or attacbed tô the hide or skin'Mark to be
by stamping, or by any other process that may render such brand or indelible.

mark indelible. Each brand or'stamp shailhave the initials of the City
80 or Town where. inspection -is- made, and the initials of the Inspec-

tor's name, and the'weight of the bide or skin, as also the figure
denoting*the quality ; and may be in the form following:

Form ot
marks.

1. W. 112.. 2. W. 99.

T. J. B. I. T. J. B. I.

The figure 1, representing first quality, W. 112, weight, T., Toronto,
J. B., I., initials of Inspector's name and office.

85 The figure 2 deaignating second quality.

3. W. 60. 4. W. 20.

T. J. B. I. T. J. B.

The figure 8 designating third quality.
The figure 4 designating a damaged or rejected article.


